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Introduction 

ne of my convictions is that God filled the Scriptures with the records of men 

and women with whom we can powerfully identify. They provide more than 

encouragement and inspiration. I believe God intends for many of them to become 

personal mentors in our lives—mentors as real and as specific as any in our lives.  

You will recognize potential biblical mentors because something about their story, 

their wiring, the situations they faced, or even the mistakes they made resonates 

deeply with your spirit. The story of their lives stirs deep longings in you. They are 

your favorite people to study or teach about. And, when you study them closely, you 

find that their lives speak to you on multiple levels. 

Just as you would learn from any historical mentor, biblical mentors can speak 

deeply into your life and your calling. They offer wisdom for decisions you need to 

make, model ways of living or leading you can learn from, and even demonstrate 

specific methods that would enhance the impact of your life.  

The question is, how. How do you develop a mentoring relationship with a historical 
figure? I suggest that the key is to study them so deeply that you become can begin to 
imagine what they would say if they faced a situation or decision that you face. Or, to say 
it another way, move so deeply into the story of their lives that you move beyond words 
on the page into a relational encounter.  

Here are five steps for developing your biblical mentors.  

 

#1: Identify Every Passage  
Literally, capture every passage that records anything about this person. 

a) Use a Bible software or internet-based program to locate all of these 

passages. 

O 
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b) Gather those passages into a single document and print them with 

large margins so that you can make notes. (I have created a notebook 

for each of my biblical mentors that I can refer to, add to, etc.) 

 

#2: Develop a time-line of his|her life 
 

a) EVENTS: Itemize every significant event, decision, circumstance, and 
relational encounter you can find about their life. (Suggestion: create 

a post-it-note™ time-line.) 

 
b) PATTERNS/ TURNING POINTS: Of all the events in their life, highlight 

the ones that were truly critical and look for patterns among them. 

You are looking for those turning points, the positive and negative 
moments that marked them deeply, the moments of divine 
intervention, as well as, human frailty. Incidents like these are sign 

posts on God’s developmental journey of a leader’s life. (If are familiar 
with Making of a Leader, by J. Robert Clinton, try to identify as many 
process items as you can find in those critical incidents.)  
 

c) LESSONS: Reflect on those patterns or turning points and try to name 
the significant lessons s/he might have learned. (These lessons could 
include anything they learned about God, about leadership, about 

their calling, about their faults or flaws, about other people, about the 
message of the kingdom... anything that shaped them.) 
 

d) VALUES: Try to name the 4-6 core values that guided the behavior, 
decisions, ministry, and messages of this leader’s life. 
 

e) PARALLELS: Personalize your observations. How many parallels can 

you find to your life? How do their values speak into or challenge your 
own? How do the behavior patterns shaped by those values speak to 
the behavior patterns of your life? 
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#3: Identify their “Life-Messages” 
a) Every leader develops a few central messages over the course of their 

lifetime. These life-messages give shape to their influence and legacy. 

 
b) To find them, look for laser-like statements of purpose, statements 

about the nature of God, their vision for the kingdom, etc. Look 
especially for statements or themes that are repeated. 

 
c) Personalize your observations. How well do these life-messages 

resonate with you? When could you preach or teach on them? 

 
 

#4: Name their Unique Methodologies 
a) Over time, effective leaders develop a set of unique methodologies. 

They are not only specific methods or approaches that contribute to 
unique fruitfulness, they are life-giving to the leader him/herself. 
 

b) What unique methodologies can you identify in your biblical mentor? 
Name  both the method as well as every instance where you can see it 
in action. While you are at it, describe the results of those methods. 

 
c) Are any of these methods reproduced in the lives of their protégé(s)? 

[example: Barnabas consistently identified and mentored emerging leaders 
Paul we know the most about. Paul went on to repeat the same approach with 

others like Timothy, Silas, Ephaphroditus, etc.] 
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#5: Craft Your Life Messages 
a) Begin shaping some of your own life messages based on your biblical 

mentors and the lessons you have drawn from them. 

 

b) What sermons, teaching points, Bible Studies, or teaching/preaching 

series could you develop from your study of this leader? 

 

c) Continue to enhance these messages with new insights, and add new 

ones based on what you learn by walking closely with these mentors 

over time.   

 

 

 

 

 

About the Author 

Since 1997 Gary Mayes has served as a missionary to the church and those who lead 

her. In his role as Executive Director of ChurchNEXT, Gary touches a worldwide effort, 

equipping leaders to mobilize the church that is and pioneer the church of 

tomorrow.  

 

Gary has written five books, most recently, DNA of a Revolution. He also writes a blog 

for leaders as one way to give away lessons he’s learned about leadership that no 

one ever taught us in school.  

Gary’s Blog: www.aboutleading.org 
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